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Abstract: Structure–activity (SAR) methods are presented for estimating rate constants at 298 K and
approximate temperature dependences for the reactions of organic compounds with OH, NO3, and Cl
radicals and O3, and O(3P) in the lower atmosphere. These are needed for detailed mechanisms for the
atmospheric reactions of organic compounds. Base rate constants are assigned for the various types
of H-abstraction and addition reactions, with correction factors for substituents around the reaction
site and in some cases for rings and molecule structure or size. Rate constant estimates are made
for hydrocarbons and a wide variety of oxygenates, organic nitrates, amines, and monosubstituted
halogen compounds. Rate constants for most hydrocarbons and monofunctional compounds can
be estimated to within ±30%, though predictions are not as good for multifunctional compounds,
and predictions for ~15% of the rate constants are off by more than a factor of 2. Estimates are more
uncertain in the case of NO3 and O3 reactions. The results serve to demonstrate the capabilities
and limitations of empirical methods for predicting rate constants for the full variety of organic
compounds that may be of interest. Areas where future work is needed are discussed.

Keywords: structure–activity relationships; volatile organic compounds; OH radicals; NO3 radicals;
Cl atoms; O(3P) atoms; atmospheric chemistry

1. Introduction

Many hundreds of types of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are emitted into the
atmosphere, from both anthropogenic and biogenic sources (e.g., [1–3]). Most of these will
react in the atmosphere with OH radicals and (if present) Cl atoms, and many also react
with other atmospheric oxidants such as ozone (O3), NO3 radicals, and O(3P) atoms [4,5].
The atmospheric reaction mechanisms for most of these compounds are complex, larger
molecules can react in many ways and form large numbers of oxidized organic products,
and most of these will also react in the atmosphere and form additional oxidized organic
products [6–8]. Predictions of the lifetimes and fates of these compounds, and of their
impacts on formation of secondary pollutants such as ozone, secondary organic aerosols,
and toxic organic products, require a knowledge of the rate constants for the reactions
of emitted organics or their products with atmospheric oxidants. Because of this, rate
constants have been measured for many VOCs and atmospheric oxidants, and a number
of compilations of these rate constants exist relevant to atmospheric modeling [5,9–14].
However, the available data do not include rate constants for many of the emitted com-
pounds and for most of the oxidized products that are known or predicted to be formed. In
addition, most compounds can react in more than one way, forming different intermediates
and ultimately different products, and relatively few have data concerning rate constants
or branching ratios for the individual processes. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate rate
constants for all the possible reactions of a wide variety of compounds in order to assess
atmospheric impacts of VOCs and develop comprehensive mechanisms to represent their
reactions in models.

Various structure–reactivity (SAR) methods have been developed to estimate rate
constants for the reactions of organics with atmospheric oxidants [15], though all are
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limited in scope in terms of the types of compound or oxidant studied, some are not
designed to predict rate constants at different sites of the molecule, and none incorporate
all the available kinetic data that have been recently been compiled [14]. Despite their
limitations, various SARs have been used in the development of the current chemically
detailed atmospheric reaction mechanisms, including the near-explicit Master Chemical
Mechanism (MCM) [7,8,16–18] and the detailed SAPRC mechanisms [19–23], and also in
the GECKO-A [6,24] and SAPRC [21,25,26] automated atmospheric chemical mechanism
generation systems. Because of the complexity of the atmospheric chemistry of organics,
mechanism generation systems provide the most practical way to develop and update
detailed mechanisms [27], and serves as the basis for the continuing development of the
SAPRC mechanisms [20–23] and for the ongoing update of the MCM and GECKO-A
systems for the MAGNIFY project [24,28]. In the case of GECKO-A, the current version
incorporates the recently published SARs of Jenkin et al. [29,30] for estimating rate con-
stants for OH reactions, the SARs of Kerdouci et al. [31] for NO3 reactions, and those of
Jenkin et al. [32] for O3 reactions.

In this paper, we describe the independently-developed SARs for estimating rate
constants for initial reactions of organic compounds and their atmospheric oxidation prod-
ucts that are incorporated in the current SAPRC mechanism generation system [22,25,26],
discuss their scope, predictive capability, and limitations, and compare them with the SARs
recently developed for GECKO-A. The scope includes reactions of many organics with
OH and NO3 radicals, O3, and Cl and (for a more limited number of compounds) O(3P)
atoms. The objective is to utilize existing rate constant data to estimate rate constants
for the full variety of organic compounds that might be emitted or formed in the lower
atmosphere whose rate constants have not been measured. To be useful for mechanism
development, branching ratios for all the non-negligible modes of reaction also need to be
estimated. Therefore, the quantities estimated in this work are rate constants for reactions
at various positions of the molecule, which are summed up to obtain the total rate constant
for the compound that can be compared with experimental data. The approach is entirely
empirical, utilizing methods and parameters to predict the available data as closely as
possible to make predictions for as wide a variety of compounds as possible. Note that
derivation and evaluation of these estimates against theoretically calculated rate constants
or using product yield data are beyond the scope of the present study, though this would
be useful for future work.

2. Scope and Rate Constant Database

The compounds covered by the estimation methods discussed by this work include
the major classes of compounds that are emitted or formed in the atmosphere, and other
compounds with similar functional groups. These include alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, alkyl-
benzenes, naphthalenes, oxygenates with –OH, –O–, and –CO– groups (and combinations
thereof), oxidized nitrogen compounds with –NO2, –ONO2, and –ONO groups, amines,
amides, and monohalogenated halocarbons (see Table 1). Compounds with atoms other
than H, C, O, or N and polycyclic aromatics other than naphthalenes are beyond the scope
of this work. The methods employed here did not perform satisfactorily for compounds
with more than one halogen and for halogenated oxygenates, where long-range interac-
tions, which are not considered here, appear to be important. Therefore, these compounds
are not covered in this work. In addition, the limitations of our rate constant database for
O(3P) reactions limit the scope of our estimates for these reactions. However, the methods
employed should be applicable for most of the types of compounds that are emitted or
formed in the atmosphere.
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Table 1. List of groups contained in organic reactants that are used as a basis of the structure–reactivity
estimates in this work.

Type Groups

Alkane –CH3 –CH2– >CH– >C< –CHx– [a]
Alkene =CH2 =CH– =C< =CHx [a] =C=
Alkyne ≡CH ≡C–

Aromatic [b] –aCH– –aC– –pC–
Oxygenate –CHO –C(O)– –OH –O–

Nitrate, nitro, nitrite –ONO2 –NO2 –ONO
Amino –NH2 –NH– –N<

Halogen –F –Cl –Br -I
[a] This refers to any group where x ≥ 0. [b] The prefixes indicate groups in one (“a”) or more than one (“p”)
aromatic ring.

The estimation methods developed in this work focus on the estimation of rate con-
stants at approximately 298 K, though approximate temperature dependences around this
temperature are also estimated. Separate estimates are made for each reaction pathway that
may be nonnegligible under atmospheric conditions, but estimates are not made for path-
ways expected to be too slow to be important at atmospheric temperatures and pressures.
Therefore, these estimates are not applicable to combustion or extremely low temperature
conditions. Because of limited data, extending the temperature range would require greatly
reducing the types of compounds for which estimates could be made, thus reducing the
utility of this work for detailed atmospheric chemical mechanism development. In addition,
the focus of the estimates is on net rate constants for loss of the reactants at atmospheric
pressures and temperatures, which are not always the same as rate constants for elementary
reactions if these reactions can be reversed. All estimates are for atmospheric pressure only.
However, except for well-studied reactions of smaller molecules where estimates are not
really needed, most rate constants estimated in this work are believed to be at or near the
high pressure limit.

The derivation of rate constant estimates requires as large and comprehensive a
database as possible to derive and evaluate the estimation methods. Recently,
McGillen et al. [14] compiled a comprehensive database of measured and evaluated rate
constants for gas-phase reactions of a wide variety of organic compounds with OH, Cl,
NO3, and O3 under atmospheric conditions, and that was utilized in this work. Rate
constants for O(3P) reactions were not included in the McGillen et al. [14] database, so
those used previously when developing the estimates for the SAPRC-07 mechanism [20,21]
were used in this work with a few additions. The numbers of compounds in the database
used for estimating the various types of reaction are summarized on Table 2. The database
employed is discussed further in Section S1.1 of the Supplementary Information (SI), which
also contains a graphic showing the numbers of different types of compounds (Figure S1).
Most compounds were used to derive the estimation parameters, but some were used for
evaluation only for reasons discussed below.

Table 2. Summary of numbers of rate constants and estimation parameters used in this work.

Reaction With OH Cl NO3 O3 O(3P)

Rate constants in database used 853 421 331 266 40
Rate constants used for parameter derivation 507 276 207 172 40
Rate constants used for evaluation only 346 145 124 94 0
Total parameters used for estimates (Table 3) 324 319 312 154 72
Parameters adjusted to fit data 95 72 58 56 16
Fraction of parameters estimated 71% 77% 81% 64% 78%
Fitting rate constants per adjusted parameter 4.3 3.8 3.6 3.1 2.5
Estimates from previous work (Section 4.3) 378 152 185
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Table 3. Summary of parameters used for estimation of rate constants in this work.

Parameter Depends on Description Used in Eq. Tables of
ValuesName Count [a]

H abstraction from group G1 by OH, Cl, or NO3

kHbase 9–17 G1 Base rate constant for H abstraction from G1 1 S11
FHnbrs 178–183 G1 Substs Correction for a each substituent on G1 1–3 S12–S14
FHstruct 10–20 Ring Ring strain correction if G1 is in a ring 1 S15

Addition of OH, Cl, or NO3 to G1=G2, G1≡G2, or G1=C=G2

kAbase 31–32 G1, G2 Base rate constant for addition to G1 4, 5 S16
FA1

nbr 36–43 G1 Substs Correction for a each substituent on G1 4, 5 S17
FA2

nbr 36–43 G2 Substs Correction for a each substituent on G2 4, 5 S17
FAstruct 0–1 nC [b] Correction based on molecule size 4, 6 see text

Addition of O3 or O(3P) to G1=G2, G1≡G2, G1=G2-G3=G4, or G1=G2-X [c]

kA
′ base 69–89 Gs, X Addition to the double-bond system 7 S18

FA
′ nbr 0–37 Substs [d] Corrections for substituents around the bond 7 S19

FA
′ struct 0–29 Ring [d] Corrections if the Gs are in a ring 7 S19

FA
′ struct 0–1 Struct [d] Steric correction 7, 8 see text

Additions of OH, Cl, or NO3 to aromatic rings at aromatic group G

kArobase 3–6 G Base rate constant for addition to G 9 S16, S18

FAloc 36–80 Substs on
ring

Correction factors for groups on the aromatic ring.
Separate factors for ortho, meta, para, and ipso 9 S20

Additions to amino or iodo group G

kA” base 3–6 G Base rate constant for addition to G 10 S16

[a] Minimum and maximum number of parameters for the applicable types of reactions. [b] This correction is only used for NO3 reactions.
nC is the number of carbons in the molecule. [c] X is a non-alkyl substituent on a double-bond system for which a separate base rate
constant is derived. [d] These corrections used only for O3 reactions. The steric correction is based on the number of groups in the β
position relative to the double-bond system.

3. Methods

The general approach employed is to separately derive estimation methods for the rate
constant at temperatures of approximately 298 K using the relatively large database of mea-
sured rate constants around this temperature, and to estimate temperature dependences
separately based on the more limited database of temperature dependence measurements
in the lower atmospheric temperature range. The 298 K rate constant estimates are made
using group-additivity or empirically-based methods similar to those employed by Atkin-
son and co-workers [33,34], and applied more recently for developing SARs proposed for
updating MCM [29–34]. These are based on estimating base rate constants for reactions
at various positions in the molecule (determined in some cases by substituents present),
multiplied by correction factors applied for certain substituents and also, in some cases, by
correction factors based on the structure of the molecule. This approach has the advantage
that it gives branching ratios for initial reactions at different positions of the molecule,
which are needed for mechanism development, as well as the total rate constants. These
base rate constants or correction factors are either adjusted to minimize differences be-
tween estimated and measured rate constants, or are estimated from other parameters or
based on other considerations when sufficient data are not available, or when independent
adjustment is not judged to be appropriate.

Note that the approach used in this work considers only the nature of the reaction
site and the substituents or groups of substituents adjacent to it. Other than having
different base rate constants for additions to 1,2-disubstitutend double bonds with cis or
trans configurations, it does not consider stereo-specificity or steric effects where rates of
reactions are may be affected by the geometry of the molecule. While this limitation is not
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expected to significant for most compounds covered by the scope of this work, it can cause
poor predictions in some cases, as indicated in Section 4.2.

The types of individual reactions for which estimates are made include H-abstraction
reactions, additions to non-aromatic double or triple bonds, additions to aromatic rings,
additions to the N-atom in amines and amides, and additions to iodide atoms. These
are believed to be the main modes of reactions for these compounds at approximately
298 K, though the possibility for other types of reactions cannot be ruled out. In the case
of additions to double bonds, the method used depended on the oxidant involved. In
the case of additions by OH, NO3, and Cl, separate base rate constants are assigned for
additions to each side of the double or triple bond(s), which has the advantage of requiring
the least number of parameters to cover all cases of interest. However, this was found to
be unsatisfactory for predicting O3 rate constants, where the initial reaction is believed
to be cycloaddition rather than addition to either side of the bond. Cycloaddition is also
expected to be the mechanism for the reactions of O(3P) with double bonds. Therefore, for
O3 and O(3P) predictions, the base rate constants are assigned for each possible conjugated
multiple-bond structure. This is more appropriate for cycloaddition reactions, though it
requires more parameters. Note that the limited database of O(3P) rate constants can be
fit about as well by either method, but this would not be expected if the database were
more comprehensive.

For the purpose of these structure–reactivity estimates, molecules are broken down
into “groups” that are shown in Table 1. Most of the parameters used in estimates refer to
these groups, either singly or in combination, being either base rate constants for reactions
at these groups, or corrections to the base rate constants due to the presence of these groups
next to the reaction site. Other parameters refer to corrections due to reactions at rings or in
some cases corrections for the size or the extent of branching in the molecule. The various
types of parameters used are summarized on Table 3 and the total numbers of parameters
required for each type of reaction are included in Table 2. A large number of parameters
are required because of the wide variety of structures of the molecules and the different
ways they can react, as discussed for the various cases in the sections below.

Clearly, it is not possible to derive all these parameters by solely by optimizations
(especially since there are more parameters than experimental rate constants in some cases),
so many need to be estimated. In most cases, the estimates were based on assuming that
sets of related parameters have the same values, but in some cases estimates were made
using other methods, as discussed below and in the SI. A balance must be struck between
having too few or too many fitting parameters. Using the absolute minimum number of
parameters may be more satisfying, but may not give the best predictions that could be
supported by the data. Using the maximum number of adjustable parameters that give
the absolute best fits to the data might magnify the effects of measurement uncertainties
and variabilities that could cause chemically unreasonable parameters and resulting in
inappropriate extrapolations. There also may not be unique solutions to the optimization
procedures, resulting in different sets of “best fit” parameter values giving significantly
different predictions for other compounds. While using statistical or other formal means
to derive the optimum number of parameters for this purpose is beyond the scope of this
work, an attempt was made to strike this balance in this work based on expert or subjective
opinions, as well as results of previous studies.

Although estimates or assumed relationships between parameters significantly reduce
the numbers of parameters that have to be adjusted to fit the data, there are still large
numbers of parameters to derive for each type of reaction. These were derived in a stepwise
manner, with those involved in predicting rate constants using the smallest number of
parameters being derived first (e.g., H abstractions from acyclic alkanes), followed by those
for predictions involving the least number of additional parameters (e.g., additions to
double bonds in alkenes, using the alkane-derived parameters for H abstractions from
alkyl substituents, or H abstractions from acyclic compounds or additions to double bonds
with single non-alkane substituents), and finally those involving additional considerations
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(e.g., cyclic compounds). For this purpose, rate constants in the database are grouped by
the types of compounds used in the sequential optimizations. Note that not all available
rate constants were used to derive the parameters because some involve reactions of
compounds with multiple functional groups, for which the applicability of the estimation
methods used are much more uncertain. Therefore, rate constants for such compounds
were not used to derive the parameters, but instead were used to test the applicability of
these estimates to these types of compounds. These are indicated on Table 2 and elsewhere
as “rate constants used for evaluation only”.

Although the preferred approach from a statistical and uncertainty analysis perspec-
tive would be to use a randomly-determined subset of the data for parameter derivation
and the rest for evaluation and error analysis, this could not be performed in this work
because of the large number of parameters relative to the size of our evaluation dataset.
Therefore, only multifunctional and other compounds where the estimates are the most
uncertain, and a small number of whose rate constants appeared to be inconsistent with re-
lated compounds, were excluded from the dataset. These cases are discussed in Section S1.2
of the SI.

Additional information about the optimization procedure is given in Section S1.2 of the
SI. The estimation procedures discussed in this work were implemented and tested using
the SAPRC mechanism generation system (MechGen) [25,26], with an Excel spreadsheet
employed to organize and optimize the parameters and organize and analyze the results.
Tables S1–S5 in the SI list the parameters that were optimized, giving the order in which
they were derived and the groups of compounds used for each. The specific compounds
used in the optimizations are included in the listings of experimental and estimated rate
constants in the tables in Section S3 of the SI.

The following sections discuss the specific methods used to estimate the rate constants
and temperature dependences for the various types of reactions. Examples of applications
of these methods are given in Section S4 of the SI.

3.1. H-Abstraction Reactions

OH, NO3, and Cl radicals can react with organic compounds by abstracting H atoms,
forming the corresponding organic radical and H2O, HNO3, or HCl, respectively. H-atom
abstraction reactions involving O3 or O(3P) are assumed not to be important at atmospheric
temperatures, so are not estimated in this work. These abstraction reactions can occur at
any group that has H atoms, with the rate constant depending on type of group and also
its neighboring groups and sometimes on the structure of the molecule around the reaction
site. In most cases, the abstraction rate constants are estimated using

kH(group, site, nbrs) = kHbase(group) × FHstruct(site) × FHnbrs(nbrs, group), (1)

where FHnbrs(nbrs, group) is a function of the set of FHnbr(nbr,group) values as discussed
below. Here, “H” is used to indicate that this is an H-abstraction process, and kH is the
H-abstraction rate constant at 298 K; “group” is the group in the molecule from which H
is abstracted, which in some cases can depend on the neighboring groups; “site” refers
to characteristics of the molecule around the group where the reaction occurs, such as
the group being in a ring; “nbrs” refers to the neighboring groups or α substituents (each
designated “nbr”), which in some cases can depend on their neighbors (β substituents). The
adjustable or estimated parameters are: kHbase(group), the rate constant for H abstraction
from the group if all the neighbors were methyl groups; FHstruct(site), a correction factor
used for reaction at certain sites in the molecule, if applicable; and FHnbrs(nbr, group) is an
overall substituent correction factor derived for the set of neighboring groups, which may
also depend on the group where the reaction occurs.

Neighboring group correction factors are derived for the various possible substituent
groups, which in some cases can also depend on the groups bonded to it as indicated
on Tables S12–S14 in the SI. If there is no more than one substituent group containing
atoms other than C or H (non-alkyl substituent), then the overall substituent correction
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factor is given by the product of correction factors assigned for the individual substituent
groups, i.e.,

FHnbrs(nbrs, group) = ∏nbrs FHnbr(nbr, group). (2)

However, this may not be the best approach if there is more than one non-alkyl
substituent, especially if the corrections are large. Although there are insufficient data to
derive overall correction factors for all possible combinations of non-alkyl substituents,
there are sufficient data to derive correction factors for some combinations. Table S7 and
Figure S2 of the SI compares these with various functions of the individual single group
correction factors derived for monofunctional compounds. Based on these results, as
discussed in Section S1.3, for estimation purposes, we use the averages for the factors for
the individual groups when their product is greater than 1, or the product otherwise, i.e.,

FHnbrs(nbrs, group) = ∏HCnbrs FHnbr(nbr, group) × ∏nHCnbrs FHnbr(nbr,group)
if ∏nbrs FHnbr(nbr, group) ≤ 1, or

FHnbrs(nbrs, group) = ∏HCnbrs FHnbr(nbr, group) × AveragenHCnbrs [ FHnbr(nbr,group) ]
if ∏nbrs FHnbr(nbr, group) > 1

(3)

where HCnbrs refers to the set of hydrocarbon substituents, if any, and nHCnbrs refers to
the set of other substituents. This is used in all cases with more than one α substituent on
an alkyl group, even if a best fit pair factor could be derived.

Note that most previously developed SARs for H abstractions assume that Fnbr de-
pends only on the substituent and not the group where the abstraction occurs, but in
some cases much better fits are obtained if this is not assumed. For example, in general,
it is necessary to assume different correction factors for abstractions from HC(O)– com-
pared to abstractions from alkyl (–CH3, –CH2– or –CH<) groups. However, in most (but
not all) cases, the same factors are used for abstractions from the three types of alkyl
groups, with the exceptions being cases where the data are sufficient to unambiguously
derive separate values depending on the group, and also where the values so derived are
significantly different.

In some cases, better predictions are obtained if base rate constants are defined for
certain group and neighbor combinations, with the substituent effect incorporated in the
base rate constant rather than using a correction factor. This is used in cases where very high
values of Fnbr are required to fit the data, suggesting that the substituent may significantly
affect how the reaction proceeds, and which would could give absurd estimates for some
multifunctional compounds. This was found to be the case for –O– substituents for
abstractions from HC(O)– groups and –O–, –C(O)–, and aromatic substituents on OH
groups. In addition, large corrections for α and β –OH and –O– neighbors for abstractions
from alkyl groups by NO3 radicals are needed, and better results are obtained if these
neighbors are incorporated in the base rate constant. This was not needed for abstractions
by OH or Cl, where use of Fsub for α –OH or –O– substituents gave satisfactory results.

If the group where the abstraction is occurring is on a ring, then a ring strain correction
factor is also applied as Fstruct, which depends on the size of the ring. No other types
of structure-dependent corrections were found to significantly improve estimates for
abstractions. However, separate sets of ring strain correction factors were found to be
necessary if the ring contains a –CO–, CO–O–, or –O– groups for OH abstractions. In
the case of Cl abstractions, there are sufficient data to derive only one set of ring strain
correction factors, and in the case of NO3, there are insufficient data to derive any strain
factors, and these are estimated based on those derived for OH. There are insufficient data
to derive a comprehensive set of ring strain correction factors for multiple ring structures,
so if the group where the reaction occurs is in more than one ring, the factor derived for
the smallest ring is used.

Although almost 200 parameters were needed to estimate abstraction rate constants
(Table 2), only approximately 25% (~10% in the case of NO3) were treated as independent
adjusted parameters that were optimized to fit the data. The various assumptions and
estimates that were used are indicated in the tables in the SI listing the base rate constants
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(Table S11) and correction factors (Tables S12–S14). Those that yielded the greatest reduction
in parameters were as follows: (1) correction factors for reactions at –CH3, –CH2– and –CH<
groups are the same; (2) no correction is used (factor = 1) when the data are insufficient
and an estimate cannot be justified (resulting in a highly uncertain estimate); and (3) β
substituents have no effect unless the data unambiguously indicate otherwise.

In addition, because of limitations of the available kinetic data relative to H atom
abstractions by NO3 and lower sensitivities of total NO3 rate constants to abstraction
estimates, it was necessary to estimate some for abstractions by NO3 using correlations with
those derived for abstractions by OH or Cl. These estimates are discussed in Section S1.4
of the SI.

3.2. Additions of Radicals to Non-Aromatic Double and Triple Bonds

Atmospheric radicals such as OH, NO3 and Cl can react with some organic compounds
by adding to double or triple bonds, forming an adduct on one side of the bond and a
carbon-centered radical group on the other. For additions of these radicals to compounds
with separated double or triple bonds, the estimates are made based on assigning group
rate constants for each type of group about the bond where the addition occurs (which
also depends on the type of group on the other side in most cases), plus corrections for
substituents or structural characteristics. If G1 and G2 are groups on each side of the bond,
the rate constant for addition to G1 is estimated by

kA(G1, G2, site, nbrs) = kAbase(G1, G2) × FAstruct(site) × ∏nbrs1 FA1
nbr(nbr) × ∏nbrs2 FA2

nbr(nbr), (4)

where “A” indicates that this is an addition process, kAbase(G1, G2) is the base rate constant
for addition to G1 when G2 is on the other side of the bond, nbrs1 and nbrs2 refers to any
non-alkyl group bonded to G1 or G2, respectively, FAstruct(site) are structural corrections,
where applicable, and FA1

nbr(nbr) and FA2
nbr(nbr) are correction factors for non-alkyl sub-

stituents on G1 or G2. FA1
nbr and FA2

nbr can in general be different for a given nbr (though
they are assumed to be the same if data are inadequate to determine them separately),
but are assumed to be independent of G1 and G2. The sum of kA(G1, G2) and kA(G2, G1)
is then used to derive the total rate constant for addition to the bond, with their ratios
determining the estimated branching ratios for additions to the different sides.

Equation (4) is also used to estimate rate constants for reactions at conjugated double
bonds. The main difference is that groups that are bonded to a second group with a double
bond is treated as a different type of group when defining G1 and G2 when determining
base rate constants. For example, for additions to the structure Ga=Gb–Gc=Gd, the base
rate constant for addition to Ga is derived using Equation (4) with G1 based on Ga if it
were in an isolated bond, and G2 based on Gb in the middle of a conjugated bond system,
whose base rate constants generally are different than that based on Gb in an isolated bond.
Because of lack of data, estimates for conjugated triple bonds are made in the same way as
for isolated bonds.

In the case of cumulated double bonds, defined as G1=C=G2, all the addition is
represented as occurring at the central position, because that results in allylic stabilized
radicals, while addition to the ends form much less favorable vinylic radicals. The addition
rate constant is then estimated using

kA(G1, G2, nbrs) = kCAbase(G1, G2) ×∏nbrs1 FA1
nbr(nbr) ×∏nbrs2 FA2

nbr(nbr) (5)

where “CA” refers to addition to a cumulated bond system, with the base rate constant,
kCAbase, depending on the groups at ends of cumulated bonds. No structural corrections
are used because of insufficient data to derive them (no compounds with cumulated double
bonds in a ring are in the database, and they are unlikely to be important in any case).
Because of insufficient data, the FA values are the same as derived for isolated double
bonds. The only addition is that that Fnbr factors for =CH or =C< substituents are required
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for estimates for compounds with adjacent conjugated and cumulated systems, though no
corrections are made (FA = 1) for these cases because of insufficient data.

No structural corrections were used (i.e., FAstruct = 1) when estimating OH or Cl
additions because there were found not to be clearly indicated by the available data.
However, Kedouchi et al. [31] found it necessary to include various ring and molecule
size corrections in their estimates for NO3 additions. We found that the available data
were insufficient to clearly indicate consistent or reasonable ring corrections, so these were
not used in this work. On the other hand, significant improvement to predictions of NO3
addition rate constants were obtained if the addition rate constant was assumed to increase
with the size of the molecule, with

FAstruct(nC) = {1 − exp(−min(nC, 12) × FSNO3)/{1 − exp(−4 × FSNO3)}
FSNO3 = 0.101,

(6)

where nC is the number of carbons in the molecule and FSNO3 is a parameter adjusted
to fit the data, and yields FAstruct = 0.79, 1, 1.19, 1.37, 1.57, and 1.67 for 3 through 8 car-
bons, respectively. The maximum number of carbons for this correction was set at 12
(FAstruct = 2.11), since there has to be an upper limit and using this for larger carbon num-
bers did not improve the predictions. Equation (6) was used regardless of the type of
double-bond group, since the data were insufficient to clearly derive separate FSNO3 val-
ues for different types of groups. Note that structural corrections were also found to be
necessary for O3 additions, as discussed in the next section.

Since the total rate constants for unsubstituted alkenes and alkynes depend only on the
total of the two group rate constants but not the ratio, the ratios of group rate constants, or
branching ratios for reactions at various types of multiple bonds, cannot be unambiguously
derived from a database containing only total rate constants. These branching ratios were
estimated as discussed in Section S1.5 of the SI. Briefly, the ratios for OH reactions were
derived by assuming the group rate constants depended on the radical formed by the
addition rather than the number of hydrogens on the group where the addition occurred,
and on the yields of furan products from isoprene and 2,3-butadiene [9]. 100% addition to
the most favorable position was assumed for NO3 additions and equal addition to both
positions was assumed for Cl additions, based on considerations of expected selectivity.
However, these branching ratio estimates do not affect predictions of total rate constants
that are discussed in this work.

The base rate constants and correction factors for these additions, and notes indicating
how they were derived, are given in Tables S16 and S17 in the SI.

3.3. Additions of O3 or O(3P) to Non-Aromatic Double and Triple Bonds

Ozone and O(3P) also add to double or triple bonds, with the rate-determining step
assumed to be the formation of cyclic intermediates that subsequently react. Although
Equation (4), above, could be used to estimate these addition reactions as well, the method
developed by Jenkin et al. [32] is more appropriate for cycloadditions, and was found to
perform significantly better for O3. An important difference between the two methods is
that base rate constants are assigned separately for each different type of separated and
conjugated double-bond system, with the presence of a non-alkyl α substituent defining
additional double-bond systems where separate base rate constants are derived.

This method is not used for the radical addition estimates discussed in the previous
section because it requires more parameters to make addition rate constant estimates,
and has the additional disadvantage that it requires separate assignments of fractions of
reactions at different positions in order to estimate mechanisms, which cannot be derived
using rate constant data alone. In addition, it does not provide a means to estimate
rate constants for more complex double-bond structures for which rate constant data are
inadequate (e.g., more than two conjugated bonds). This is why we use Equation (4) for the
radical addition reactions discussed above, since it performs almost as well in these cases.
Both methods perform equally well in fitting the limited data for the O(3P) rate constants,
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but the same method is used as used for O(3P) as used for O3 because their mechanisms
are expected to be more similar to each other than to additions by radicals.

The total rate constant for addition of O3 and O(3P) to any position in the bond,
kA′(bond), is estimated using

kA′(bond, site, nbrs) = kA
′ base(bond) × FA

′ struct(site) ×∏nbrs FA
′ nbr(nbr), (7)

where “bond” refers to each distinct set of groups around the multiple-bond structure,
with separate base rate constants (kA

′ base) for groups with non-alkyl α substituents if
needed, and substituent corrections (FA

′ nbr) being the same regardless of the position
of the non-alkyl group about the bond. Note that substituent corrections are not used if
the presence of the substituent is taken into account in defining kA

′ base, so they are only
needed if no base rate constant is assigned for this type of α substituent, or for compounds
with more than one non-alkyl α substituent around the bond.

Although the only structural correction found to be necessary in estimating radical
addition rate constants concerned a size correction for NO3 additions, Jenkin et al. [32] also
used ring corrections and corrections for branched structures, as well as size corrections in
some cases for estimations of O3 rate constants. We found that the available data did not
support using as many structural corrections as used by Jenkin et al. [32], but some were
still necessary. These included several ring corrections, with different factors derived for
separated and conjugated bonds, as discussed in Section S1.6 of the SI, and included in
Table S19. Note, however, the available data are not particularly well fit using correction
factors that depend only on the ring sizes (see Figure S6), so estimates for rate constants for
additions of O3 to double bonds in cyclic compounds are quite uncertain.

Jenkin et al. [32] also found that use of steric corrections could improve predictions for
compounds with branched structures. This is implemented in this work using a correction
based on the numbers of β substituents around the double bond, i.e.,

FA
′ struct(nβ) = 1 − (FβO3 × {(min [4, max(1, nβ)] − 1})

FβO3 = 0.268
(8)

where nβ is the number of β substituents other than H (either alkyl or otherwise), and
FβO3 is a parameter adjusted to fit the data. This parameter value gave correction factors of
0.732 and 0.464 for two and 3 β substituents, respectively (3 being the maximum nβ in the
current O3 rate constant database). The available data were insufficient to derive structural
corrections for O(3P) reactions, so no such corrections were used for O(3P).

The base rate constants for O3 and O(3P) additions and notes documenting their
derivations are given in Table S18 in the SI, and Table S19 gives the substituent and
structure correction factors derived for O3 additions. There were insufficient data to derive
base rate constants for all the conjugated and α-substituted double-bond structures needed
for comprehensive estimates, so some had to be estimated based on empirical relationships
derived between base rate constants and numbers of substituents around the bonds, as
discussed in Section S1.7 of the SI. Because of insufficient data, no correction factors are
used for O(3P) additions, so O(3P) rate constant estimates for compounds with non-alkyl
substituents, or where structural corrections might be appropriate, are more uncertain.

The equations and parameters discussed above provide a means for estimating total
rate constants for reactions at a double-bond structure, but, unlike the methods used to
estimate radical additions discussed in Section 3.2, do not provide a means of estimating
branching ratios for the purposes of mechanism estimation if more than one reaction is
possible. The assumptions made in this regard when implementing these estimates in
the SAPRC mechanism generation system [25,26] are discussed in Section S1.8 of the SI.
However, these considerations do not affect predictions of total rate constants that are
discussed in this work.
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3.4. Additions to Aromatic Rings

Atmospheric radicals can also add to aromatic rings, with this being a major process
in the case of reactions of aromatics with OH radicals under atmospheric conditions, and a
non-negligible process for the reactions of Cl with some aromatics. NO3 radicals can also
add to aromatic rings, though these reactions are relatively slow compared to other loss
processes, except for phenols. Reasonably good fits to the rate constant data for aromatic
hydrocarbons can be obtained if the rate constant for addition to each aromatic group is
estimated using

kAro(aGrp, aSubs) = kArobase(aGrp) × FAipso(aSub1) × FAortho(aSub2) × FAmeta(aSub3) × FApara(aSub4) × FAmeta(aSub5) × FAortho(aSub6) (9)

where kArobase is the base rate constant for addition to an aromatic –aCH= or –sC= group,
aSub being the set of substituents on the ring, with aSubi is the substituent at the i’th
position about the ring relative to where the addition occurs (1 being ipso), and FAipso, etc.,
being the aromatic ring substituent factor for a substituent at this position, where FAany(H)
(i.e., no substituent) set at 1.

Aromatic hydrocarbons can contain up to three types of aromatic groups, two occur-
ring in single rings with (–aC<) and without (–aCH–) substituents, and the third being in
two rings with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) structures (–pC<, or PAH groups).
Note that “substituent” in this case excludes the neighboring aromatic groups next to
where the addition occurs. Since aromatic groups can have more than one ortho, meta, and
(for PAHs) para substituents, multiple correction factors can be applied for substituent
groups. The total rate constant for the addition to the aromatic ring is then the sum of the
group rate constants for addition at each position, each multiplied by correction factors
for substituents at various positions on the aromatic rings, with the yield of any particular
OH-aromatic adduct being the ratio of the rate constant for OH addition at that position,
divided by the total rate constant.

It is important to recognize that the rate constants derived using Equation (9) reflect
the net effect of OH addition to form adducts that react further, so should not be used
in models that include back decomposition of the adduct back to OH and the aromatic
compound. That is because the base rate constants and correction factors were derived
based on observed total OH + aromatic rate constants, not rate constants for elementary
reversible reactions.

Use of Equation (9) does not give satisfactory results in the case of reactions of NO3
with phenols, whose rate constants are many orders of magnitude greater than that for
reactions of NO3 with other aromatics. This can be attributed to the possibility that in
most cases aromatic-NO3 adducts rapidly back-decompose before they can react further,
yielding a low rate constant for the overall reaction, while phenolic aromatic-NO3 adducts
in either the ipso or ortho position might undergo a rapid H shift from the -OH to the -ONO2
group, yielding HNO3 and a phenoxy radical [35]. Assuming this is the case, we use the
approach of assigning separate (much higher) base rate constants for aromatic groups with
-OH substituent in the ipso or ortho position, and set FAipso(OH) = 1. This results in fits to
the data for the various phenolic compounds using Equation (9), though it is also necessary
to use relatively high values of FAortho(OH) = 23 and FApara(OH) = 10 (Table S20) to fit the
data for catechols.

The base rate constants for the additions of OH, NO3, and Cl radicals to groups in
aromatic rings and notes documenting their derivations are included in Table S16 in the SI,
and the correction factors for substituents on the aromatic ring, and their documentation,
are given in Table S20. The available data are insufficient to derive separate aromatic
correction factors for each of the four possible positions around the ring for all the possible
substituents of interest, so estimates need to be made as indicated in the footnotes to
Table S20. For example, if a substituent is found to deactivate addition (have FA values < 1)
or have a relatively small effect, it was assumed that FAortho = FAmeta = FApara = FAipso, so
only one parameter had to be adjusted. If the substituent was found to have a positive
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effect, as was the case for alkyl substituents, the factors for the positions found to be
most important for alkyl substituents were adjusted, and the others were held at 1. There
were sufficient data to adjust parameters for each position for alkyl substitution, but the
optimized values were close to 1 except for ortho positions for OH and Cl or ortho or para
positions for NO3, so the other values used in those cases were set at 1 (see Table S20).

3.5. Other Addition Reactions

Certain addition reactions are assumed to consist of addition to an atom in the group,
forming an intermediate centered on that group, at a rate constant that is independent of
substituents or the structure of the molecule. Their rate constants are estimated using only
assigned base rate constants, without corrections.

kAddgroup (G1) = kA” base(G1), (10)

where G1 is a group where such an addition can occur. The cases where this is used are
discussed below.

3.5.1. Reactions of Radicals with Amines

Although atmospheric radicals such as OH can react with amines with abstraction
reactions, the predictions of the methods discussed in Section 3.1 are not consistent with
the available data, as discussed in Section S1.9 of the SI. Instead, the available data are
much better fit by treating these as addition reactions, which is kinetically equivalent to
the initial reaction being the formation of a strong complex, as discussed in the review
by Nielsen et al. [36]. This is implemented by assigning base rate constants for additions
to –NH2, –NH–, –N<, NH2(CO)–, –NH(CO)–, and –N(CO)< groups. (Separate base rate
constants were used for additions to amides because using a substituent correction factor
for –CO– did not give satisfactory estimates). No substituent corrections were used, so
the estimated rate constants were equal to the base rate constants. There were sufficient
data to estimate rate constants for Cl and OH additions but in the case of NO3, data are
available only for reactions N-alkyl carbamates and N,N-dimethyl amides, i.e., compounds
with –NH(CO)O– groups, and –N(CO)< groups. These data, combined with the base
rate constant data derived for the OH and Cl additions, were used to estimate base rate
constants for NO3 additions to other amine or amide groups as discussed in Section S1.4 in
the SI. The base rate constants derived for the radical + amine addition reactions, and their
associated documentation, are included in Table S16.

3.5.2. Reactions of O3 and O(3P) with Amines

Rate constants have also been measured for reactions of O3 and O(3P) with amines, and
these are also estimated as addition reactions using base rate constants with no substituent
corrections. These reactions are discussed further in Section S1.9 of the SI. These base rate
constants and documentation notes are included in Table S18 in the SI. Note that there were
insufficient data to include estimates for amides.

3.5.3. Reactions of NO3 with Iodides

Our database includes rate constants for reactions of radicals with methyl and ethyl
iodides, and in most cases these can be estimated using the H-abstraction estimation proce-
dures of Section 3.1, with the correction factors indicating effects similar to other halogen
substituents. However, their rate constants for reactions with NO3 are orders of magnitude
higher than for similar unsubstituted and are poorly predicted using Equation (1). The
data are much more consistent with assuming that the reactions of NO3 with iodides is
initiated by adding or associating with the I group, then reacting further. Theoretical
studies of reactions of iodides with NO3 radicals are discussed by Bai et al. [37]. Therefore,
for estimation purposes we treat reactions of NO3 with iodides as additions, with the
base rate constant that fits the data included in Table S16 in the SI. This treatment predicts
that reactions of NO3 with methyl and ethyl iodides would have the same rate constant,
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though the rate constant for iodomethane is approximately 1.7-fold faster than iodoethane,
perhaps due to steric effects or measurement uncertainties. However, there are insufficient
data to refine these estimates. Possible mechanisms for these reactions are discussed by
Bai et al. [37].

3.6. Estimating Temperature Dependences

The focus of this work is estimating rate constants at 298 K, though approximate
temperature dependence estimates are also made to estimate rate constants for mechanisms
applied to lower atmospheric conditions at different temperatures in the approximate range
of 270–330 K. Estimates in this work are applicable for atmospheric pressure only, and
no attempts are made to estimate rate constants for reactions with complex temperature
or pressure dependences, or for large temperature ranges. All temperature dependence
estimates in this work are based on the assumption that, at least for temperatures relevant
to the lower atmosphere, the temperature dependence can be approximated by the two-
parameter Arrhenius expression

k(T) = A × exp(−Ea/T) (11)

where k is the rate constant at temperature T, A is the rate constant at the high temperature
limit, and Ea is an overall activation energy in temperature units. Although temperature
dependences for many reactions or for large temperature ranges are better described by
more complex expressions with more parameters, deriving these additional parameters
for estimation purposes is not straightforward and is beyond the scope of this work.
Use of the two-parameter expression will limit the range of temperatures for which the
estimates are valid in many cases, but this is not the largest source of uncertainty in our
temperature-dependence estimates.

The data and methods used to derive the estimated A factors used in this work are
discussed in Section S1.10 of the SI. As discussed there, although the rate constant database
has 298 K rate constants for a wide variety of compounds, it has usable temperature-
dependence information for only a subset of them, and for many types of compounds the A
factors do not show consistent patterns usable for estimates. This means that temperature
dependences derived for many types are highly uncertain, and should only be applied for
temperatures near 298 K. Furthermore, although substituent and structure correction effects
are likely to be temperature dependent, temperature dependences were only estimated
for base rate constants. Despite the large uncertainties and many approximations made
in these temperature dependence estimates, they are considered preferable to ignoring
known temperature effects entirely when making rate constant estimates.

4. Results
4.1. Parameters and Rate Constants

The parameters for estimating rate constants and approximate temperature depen-
dences for all types of reactions are given in various tables in Section S2 of the SI, where
footnotes summarize how they were derived or estimated. Plots of estimated vs. experi-
mental rate constants and error distribution plots for the estimates for five types of reactions
are given in Figure 1, with separate plots for compounds used to derive the parameters and
for those used for evaluations only. Distribution plots of factor errors for hydrocarbons,
non-hydrocarbons used for parameter derivations, and compounds used for evaluation
only are shown in Figure 2. Table 4 lists the compounds with the greatest estimation
error, and also gives characteristics of their structures that may affect the reliability of the
estimates. Figure 3 and Table 5 show the fractions and numbers of compounds where
the estimates differed from the experimental data by various factors. Tables S21–S25 in
Section S3 of the SI give the experimental and estimated rate constants and error factors
for all compounds in the database, grouped by whether they were used for parameter
derivations or not, and also by type of compound. Those tables also give the error factors
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and the estimated and experimental A factors for those compounds that were used to
derive the A factor estimates.
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Figure 2. Distribution plots of factor errors in rate constant in estimates at 298 K. Rate constants for (a) hydrocarbons, (b) 
non-hydrocarbons used to derive parameters, and (c) non-hydrocarbons used for evaluation only. 
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1-nitrocyclohexene 4.4 × 10−11 8.5 × 10−12 −5.2 1 1 1
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3-methyl-2,4-pentanedione 1.2 × 10−11 2.4 × 10−12 −4.7 2a 4
4-methyl-2H-furan-5-one 1.3 × 10−11 5.6 × 10−11 4.5 1 1 1
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methylene glycol diformate 5.7 × 10−13 2.6 × 10−14 −22.2 2a
2-formyloxyethyl formate 3.2 × 10−12 1.6 × 10−13 −20.5 2
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Table 4. Cont.

Name
k (cm3 molec−1 s−1) Features [b]

Notes
[c]Expt Est’d Err

[a] Sub DB R AR

gamma-crotonolactone 6.7 × 10−20 3.2 × 10−17 468 1 1 1 10
4-methyl-2H-furan-5-one 5.4 × 10−19 1.0 × 10−16 185 1 1 1 10

1,1-dimethoxyethene 4.8 × 10−16 4.7 × 10−18 −101 2a 1
3,4-diethyl-2-hexene 4.0 × 10−18 1.9 × 10−16 48.7 1 11
3,4-diethyl-2-hexene 4.0 × 10−18 1.9 × 10−16 48.7 1 11
beta-caryophyllene 1.2 × 10−14 3.1 × 10−16 −38.2 2 2

acetylcedrene 2.2 × 10−18 8.1 × 10−17 36.7 1 1 4
boisvelone 2.3 × 10−18 6.6 × 10−17 28.5 1 1 2 11

2-cyclohexen-1-one 1.2 × 10−18 2.8 × 10−17 23.4 1 1 1 10
n-butyl acrylate 2.4 × 10−17 1.1 × 10−18 −21.3 1 1

(Z,Z)-1,3-cyclooctadiene 2.0 × 10−17 3.4 × 10−16 17.1 2 1

kO(3P)

1-methyl-1-cyclohexene 9.0 × 10−11 5.1 × 10−11 −1.8 1 1 12
[a] Err = Error factor = ratio of (estimated)/(experimental) if an overestimate, or -(experimental)/(estimated) if
an underestimate. [b] “Sub” = number of non-alkyl substituent groups. “a” means the substituents are bonded
to the same carbon. “DB” = number of double bonds. “R” = number of non-aromatic rings; “AR” = number of
aromatic rings. [c] Notes regarding specific cases of poor prediction are as follows: 1. The ring may have aromatic
characteristics that are not taken into account that may make additions less favorable. 2. The only other naphthol
in the dataset is the 2-isomer, where the kOH prediction is much better. 3. Unique small molecule that may not
be typical of larger molecules where estimates are needed. 4. This is expected to be in equilibrium between an
unsaturated enol and a saturated keto form, with significantly different predicted rate constants. Rate constant
overpredicted by a factor of ~9 for the enol form, so experimental rate constant may reflect a mixture of isomers.
5. Insufficient non-hydrocarbon ring compounds in database to derive ring correction factors. 6. Estimate for
reaction at the methyl group alone causes overprediction even if the substituent completely deactivates reaction
elsewhere. 7. Naphthalene itself was not used in deriving best fit parameters in order to improve predictions
for substituted naphthalenes. 8. The experimental rate constants for eugenol and 4-ethylguaiacol are much
lower than those for related compounds in our database, which are reasonably well fit by the estimates from this
work, and are considered questionable (see discussion near the end of Section S1.2 of the SI). 9. The estimation
methods do not make special corrections for exo double bonds. Note, however, that the estimation errors are
in the opposite direction for the two such outlier compounds listed here. 10. Large corrections appear to be
necessary for estimating rate constants with oxygenate groups in rings, but the correction factors that fit the
limited data are highly inconsistent. Corrections much less than one are needed to fit compounds with –CO–O– in
rings, while those with –O– groups in rings suggest factors much greater than one. This could be due to different
hybridization and therefore different preferred bond angles for –CO– O– and –O– groups. Because of inadequate
data to derive corrections for each type of oxygenated group, no optimizations were performed for compounds
with oxygenated groups in rings. 11. The overestimate could be attributed to steric effects that are not taken into
account. 12. No ring corrections are made because data for most cycloalkenes in the dataset do not indicate a
consistent need for such corrections.

Table 5. Summary of fractions and numbers of compounds with error factors greater than speci-
fied amounts.

Error Factor OH Cl NO3 O3 O(3P)

Fractions of compounds
±30% 33% 29% 44% 45% 20%

2 11% 13% 21% 20% None
5 1% 5% 7% 10%

Numbers of compounds
5 8 23 23 27 None

10 3 11 12 11
25 1 2 4 2

4.2. Performance of Estimates

The performance of our estimates is the best for O(3P) reactions, where all rate con-
stants fit within a factor of 2 and where 80% are predicted within ±30%. This can be
attributed to the relatively limited database used for O(3P) reactions and the fact that
it does not include bifunctional or other types of compounds where estimates are more
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uncertain. The results for the other types of reactions, where the databases are more com-
prehensive and include larger varieties of compounds, are more comparable and indicative
of the overall performance of our estimates. In the case of both OH and Cl, approximately
70% of the rate constants are predicted within ±30% and almost ~90% within a factor of 2.
The performance is not quite as good in this respect for NO3 and O3, with approximately
55% being fit to within ±30% and approximately 80% to within a factor of 2. In terms of
outliers where estimates are worse than a factor of 5, OH is the best with only 8 of the rate
constants being in this group (~1% of the total), and O3 is the worst with 27 (almost 10%).

4.3. Comparison with Other Recent SARs

The SARs developed in this work are comparable to those previously developed by
Jenkin et al. [29,30,32] for reactions of organics with OH and O3, and by Kerdouchi et al. [31]
for reactions with NO3. These were also developed with the objective of predicting rate
constants for a wide variety of compounds for use in developing detailed atmospheric
mechanisms, and have been or are being in ongoing updates of the GECKO-A mechanism
generation system and the next version of the MCM [24,28]. There development was
mostly independent of the work discussed here, though as discussed above some of the
methods and results of the previous work were used to inform the work here on SARs for
NO3 and O3 reactions.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the estimated OH, NO3, and O3 rate constants
published by Jenkin et al. [29,30], Kedouchi et al. [31], and Jenkin et al. [32] against those
predicted in this work. Note that there are published estimates for only approximately 50%
of the rate constants used in this work (see Table 2), since we used a larger database of
experimental data. Figure 4 shows that that this work gives estimates of very similar rate
constants than those previously published, with the vast majority agreeing within a factor
of 2, though there are several cases where greater differences are observed. The greatest
prediction differences were for 3,4-diethyl-2-hexene, n-butyl acrylate, 3-carene, and ethyl
methacrylate for O3, allyl acetate for NO3, and nitroethene for OH.
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Figure 4. Comparison of estimates from Jenkin et al. [29,30,32] and Kedouchi et al. [31] with those from this work.

Figure 5 shows distribution plots of factor errors comparing the performance of the
previous estimates with this work in predicting the experimental data, and show very
similar performance for all three types of reactions. These show distributions for all rate
constants that were estimated in both this and the previous works, which are subsets of the
rate constants estimated in this work. Additional plots are shown in Figure S11 in the SI,
which have separate plots for compounds used for parameter derivation in this work and
those that were used for evaluation only. The error distributions are almost identitical for
the compounds used to derive the parameters, reflecting the fact that estimates for these
compounds tend to be somewhat less uncertain and therefore less sensitive to differences in
the methods employed. The differences are somewhat greater for the compounds that were
not used to derive the parameters in this work, with the published estimates being slightly
better, but the differences are still relatively small considering the larger uncertainties.
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Since the published estimates are only a subset of the estimates derived in this work,
we also compared the distributions of our estimates for compounds also estimated in the
previous works with those that are estimated in this work only, which are also shown in
Figure S11 in the SI. Although the performance is somewhat better for the compounds
where previous estimates are available, reflecting the fact that these estimates may be
somewhat less uncertain, the performance for the other compounds is not significantly
different. Therefore, it is likely that the previous estimation methods would perform
similarly for the additional compounds in our database, at least for compounds that are
within the scope of their methods.

5. Discussion

The estimation approach discussed in this work is entirely empirical, with the overall
objective being to estimate rate constants and branching ratios for compounds for reactions
or organic compounds with major atmospheric oxidants where no data are available. The
methods employed are based largely on those SARs originally developed by Atkinson and
co-workers and others for predicting rate constants for reactions with OH (e.g., [33,34]),
and more recently by Jenkin et al. [29,30], Kerdouci et al. [31], and Jenkin et al. [32] for
predicting rate constants for OH, NO3 and O3, and which are being used to update the
GECKO-A mechanism generation system and the MCM [24]. The main contributions of
the work discussed here include the ability to make estimates for more of the types of
compounds that may be emitted or formed in the atmosphere, the extension of the methods
to reactions of Cl and O(3P), and the use of the comprehensive rate constant database
for atmospheric reactions recently compiled by McGillen et al. [14]. This also serves as
partial documentation of the estimation methods used in the SAPRC mechanism generation
system [25,26] for initial reactions of VOCs. In addition, the results of this work serve
to demonstrate the limitations of the types of empirical methods used in these SARs for
predicting rate constants for the full variety of organic compounds that may be of interest.

Estimates can be made for most types of C-, H-, O-, or N-containing organic com-
pounds that are emitted or formed in the atmosphere, including almost all types of com-
pounds whose mechanisms can be generated or predicted to be formed by the current
near-explicit mechanisms such as the MCM [7,16–18] or by current mechanism generation
systems [6,24–26]. This approach works extremely well, making predictions to within
±30% in most cases, for most hydrocarbons and reasonably well for most compounds with
no more than one non-alkyl substituent, though there are some exceptions. As expected,
this approach does not work as well for compounds with multiple substituents or where
multiple corrections are needed, though most are still predicted to within a factor of two
or better. This approach is not designed to handle cases where steric considerations are
important, since the only structural characteristics taken into account are corrections when
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the reaction site is in a ring (when sufficient data are available) or an empirical relationship
between addition rate constants and molecule size in the case of NO3 addition reactions, or
a relationship between the number of β substituents and the rate constants in the case of O3
additions. It is also not designed to handle long-range interactions, which are apparently
important for many halogenated compounds.

Overall, approximately 2/3 of the rate constants in our large experimental database
are predicted to within ±30% for reactions with OH and Cl, and somewhat over half in the
case of reactions with NO3 and O3 (see Table 4). Predictions to within ±30% are probably
as good as can be reasonably expected given uncertainties in rate constant measurements
and the assumptions behind the predictions. Almost 90% of the rate constants in our
experimental database are predicted within a factor of 2 for OH and Cl, and approximately
80% in the case of NO3 and O3. Except for O(3P), where all rate constants are predicted
within a factor of 2 because of limitations in the experimental database, there are a number
of outliers where estimates are off by more than a factor of 5, with the most being for O3 and
NO3 and the least being for OH. These outliers can be attributed to a number of different
factors, as discussed in Table 4. The poorer performance in the case of NO3 and O3 relative
to OH and Cl might be attributed to increased importance of steric factors for the reactions
of these larger oxidant species, and also the nature of the O3 addition reactions, where
more parameters are needed for estimates. The performance of our estimates for OH, NO3,
and O3 is very close to the estimates developed for GECKO-A and MCM [28–32], which is
expected since very similar methods were used.

One might question the relevance of estimating O(3P) rate constants for atmospheric
mechanisms, since such reactions are generally minor sinks for consumptions of organic
compounds in the atmosphere. However, reactions of O(3P) with alkenes can be a non-
negligible process under higher NOx conditions that might occur in some smog chamber
experiments used to evaluate mechanisms (e.g., see [21]) or in plumes. Our estimates
performed well against our database of O(3P) rate constants, but this is because few
compounds in this more limited database required multiple correction factors where
estimates are more uncertain. Therefore, estimates of O(3P) rate constants for the full
variety of compounds in the atmosphere are either uncertain or beyond the scope of the
estimates in this work. However, we would expect steric factors to be much less for O(3P)
than is the case for O3, so better performance for O(3P) than for O3 might be expected if a
more comprehensive database were available for use in its development, as is the case for
OH and the other oxidants.

Although we believe that this work, along with recent works of Jenkin et al. [29,30,32]
and Kedouchi et al. [31], represents an improvement in our ability to estimate the initial
reactions of many types of compounds in the atmosphere, it is clear that more work is
needed. Empirical methods such as these require the availability of a sufficiently compre-
hensive rate constant database to derive the full variety of parameters that are needed.
Although we believe that the rate constant database used in this work for the OH, Cl,
NO3 and O3 reactions is reasonably comprehensive in terms of the available literature and
evaluations [14], it is not sufficient to derive all the parameters that are needed without
making uncertain assumptions that are difficult to test. Rate constant measurements for
targeted compounds could reduce the number of instances where estimated parameters
that could not be experimentally verified had to be used, or could test the validity of the
many assumptions and estimates had to be employed. (The comments in Tables S11–S20
discussing how certain parameters have to be estimated can indicate the types of com-
pounds where more data are needed.) In addition, quantum calculation methods combined
with theoretical kinetic analyses have reached the point where they may provide credible
estimates for rate constants for individual reactions where no data are available, but such
data were not used in this work. They could be particularly useful for multifunctional
compounds that are difficult to obtain or study experimentally. This could allow for the
development of better estimates for such compounds, and better methods to estimate
base rate constants, substituent factors, or effects of multiple interacting factors, when no
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experimental data are available. Use of high-quality theoretical data clearly represents one
way this could be extended to improve and evaluate the estimates.

Halogenated compounds are important classes of organic emissions, so methods are
needed to estimate their atmospheric rate constants. Unfortunately, although the current
methods include hydrocarbons with single halogen substituents, they do not work for
compounds with multiple halogens, nor for many halogenated oxygenated compounds.
DeMore et al. [38] developed a method that works reasonably well for rate constants of
abstractions of OH radicals from halocarbons, based on treating groups with multiple
halogen substituents separately, but we found that these methods do not extend well to
halogen-substituted ethers and other larger molecules with multiple halogen substituents.
This is apparently due to longer range interactions between non-adjacent groups, and
use of parameters representing only α or β substitution effects is not sufficient. Methods
that take these longer range interactions need to be developed before rate constants for
hydrocarbons with multiple halogens or oxygenated halogen compounds substituents can
be estimated with sufficient reliability to be useful.

Aromatic oxygenates, nitrates, and nitro compounds are also emitted or formed in
the atmosphere, and the methods developed here need to be extended to cover more than
one such substituent about the aromatic ring. Although some classes of multisubstituted
aromatics can be estimated, most are beyond the scope of the present work either because
of limited data or because the current SAPRC mechanism generation system [25,26] cannot
process reactions of such compounds. In principle, these methods could be extended
if sufficient data were available, though some revisions in the methods employed may
be needed.

Although this work includes approximate methods to estimate temperature depen-
dences, the focus is on estimating rate constants near 298 K, which is relevant to atmospheric
modeling. The temperature dependences estimated here are not adequate for reliable
extrapolation to higher temperatures more relevant to combustion, or to the lower tem-
peratures relevant to the upper atmosphere. More attention is needed to how to estimate
temperature effects if a single method is to be reliably applied to such a wide temperature
range. In the meantime, it might be more straightforward to separately develop SARs for
specific temperature ranges, utilizing measured (or theoretically calculated or extrapolated)
rate constants for the specific conditions of interest. This is the approach used in this work,
and a similar approach could be used to develop SARs for combustion modeling.

The procedures developed in this work estimate rates of reactions at the different
positions of the molecule, but have been developed and tested using only total rate constant
measurements. However, data are also available concerning product yields for many of
these reactions, which in many cases can be used to derive branching ratios for reactions
at different positions. These could provide a useful test of branching ratio estimates and
potentially allow some estimates to be refined. This would be especially useful for estimates
for relatively minor routes that do not have large effects on the total rate constants, but
may affect predictions of formation of toxic or non-volatile products that may be of interest.
Initial work on this by Orlando and co-workers, discussed by Aumont et al. [24], compared
branching ratios for reactions of ~60 organics with OH derived from product yield data
with those predicted by OH SARs being developed for GECKO-A and MCM [24,28–32].
The results showed that the estimated branching ratios were reasonably reliable for alkanes
(root mean squares error, RMSE of 2%), but the reliability decreased with increasing
numbers of groups (RMSEs of 15% and 19% for monofunctional and bifunctional species,
respectively). This appears to be consistent with the performance of the estimates for total
rate constants discussed here, though a comprehensive statistical analysis has not been
carried out. This work needs to be extended to other compounds and reaction where data
may be available, and where possible the results used to improve estimates for minor
pathways and a more comprehensive evaluation of the methods.

The empirical methods developed in this work require a relatively large number of
parameters to take maximum advantage of the available data to make the estimates as
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closely as possible, on the assumption that this will improve accuracy for estimates for
other compounds. There are more parameters than can be reliably derived from the data,
and use of too many adjustable parameters may result in multiple sets of parameters that
fit the data, with each potentially giving significantly different predictions when applied
to unstudied reactions, or in overfitting where normal variabilities and uncertainties in
the measurement data affect parameter values and predictions in chemically unrealistic
ways. Ideally, judgments on which parameters to adjust and which parameters to estimate
or lump with other parameters should be aided by systematic statistical or mathematical
analyses, with the criteria employed being clearly specified. However, in this work, these
judgments were primarily based on expert opinion concerning whether there are sufficient
data to unambiguously derive a parameter, and whether the parameters so derived are
chemically reasonable. (If the optimization gave parameters judged to be unreasonable,
they were estimated or lumped instead.) The development of the SARs for GECKO-
A/MCM [24,28–32] employed similar expert judgments, and the fact that similar results
are obtained tends to support the utility of this approach. However, use of more systematic
procedures to decide what to optimize, lump, or estimate would give more scientifically
justifiable results, and could aid uncertainty analysis.

A major omission in this work, which is also the case for the previously developed
SARs, is a lack of methods developed to derive uncertainty ranges for the estimates. The
wide variability in the quality of the predictions, the uncertainties in many of the estimated
parameters, and the variable uncertainties in the measurement data used to derive the
parameters indicate that uncertainty estimates are important when interpreting the results.
This is an important area where further work is needed, and a logical next step in this effort.

Estimation methods such as those developed in this work should undergo thorough
peer review to assure that it incorporates all the appropriate data and theoretical consid-
erations and makes reasonable assumptions before its estimates are used in regulatory
modeling and research. Because of this, the author is in a SAR evaluation working group
to develop, review, and evaluate structure–reactivity estimation methods. The perspec-
tive of this group and the current status and outlook of SAR development are discussed
elsewhere [15].
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